A Daily health attestation must be completed daily prior to arriving on campus. The format will vary depending on whether the contractor has a HUID or not.

**Has a HUID – Use CrimsonClear***

1. Service Contractor staff must claim their Harvard Key
   [https://key.harvard.edu/select-user-type](https://key.harvard.edu/select-user-type)
2. Login to the Harvard Training Portal [https://trainingportalinfo.harvard.edu/](https://trainingportalinfo.harvard.edu/) and complete the COVID-19 Awareness Training for Non-lab Personnel.**
3. They will now be able to use Crimson Clear daily for their health attestation [https://crimsonclear.harvard.edu/](https://crimsonclear.harvard.edu/)

**Does not have a HUID – Paper or Other Option***

1. Vendors without a HUID can complete either
   a) The printable Crimson Clear Form (they must print and fill out this form each day to gain entry to the building.
   b) Complete Crimson Clear for Non-HUID Visitors and Vendors. They will get a pass in their email similar to the Crimson Clear pass that they can use to gain entry to a building [https://harvard.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8ByoGMIsXNTuab3](https://harvard.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8ByoGMIsXNTuab3)

*anyone can use the paper form if they don’t have access to a computer, or have other accessibility considerations. Ideally this data would be entered into one of the electronic options.

** Certain POI categories are not integrated with the Harvard Training Portal – see this link for additional information [https://iam.harvard.edu/resources/quick-guide-poi-role-types](https://iam.harvard.edu/resources/quick-guide-poi-role-types)